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InterpersonalCommunicationEffective interpersonal communication helps us

express  ourselves  and  share  our  thoughts  and  opinions  with  the  people

around us. Learn how this effects different areas of our lives, especially in

our workplaces.  Ads byGoogleHappy Marriage Secrets    Want to Fireproof

Your  Marriage?  Do  Marriage  God’s  Way   BiblicalCounselingInsights.  com

Enlarge ImageTo effectively communicate, we must realize that we are all

different in the way we perceive the world and use this understanding as a

guide to our communication with others. ~ Anthony Robbins 

Interpersonal  communication  is  the  process  that  helps  us  express  our

feelings, ideas, and thoughts and share them with the people around us.

Efficient  interpersonal  communication  is  a  very  good  quality  that  helps

people in every aspect of life be it personal or professional. It is the process

where a person expresses his thoughts, converts the thoughts into a well

designed message and sends the message across a communication channel

(oral,  visual,  written,  etc)  and  the  receiver  receives  the  message  and

responds  to  the  message  and  sends  his  reply  via  the  communication

channel. 

Interpersonal communication can be a formal dialog between two people at

a  workplace,  or  even  an  informal  tete-a-tete  between  two  friends.

Communication can occur with or without words and through a number of

communication media. 1. Oral Communication (Speaking face-to-face or on

the  phone)  2.  Written  Communication  (Writing  emails,  letters,  instant

messaging and texting) 3.  Visual  Communication (Body Language or  sign

language) Factors that Determine the Efficiency of Communication 1. 
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Clarity of Message: The way in which the sender presents a message plays

an instrumental role in the success orfailureof the communication process. A

message should be formulated taking into account the receiver's frame of

mind and simple message formulation that conveys the correct meaning. 2.

Communication Channel: Choose the right communication channel according

to the situation and the receiver. For example think whether in a particular

situation having a face-to-face conversation would be a better option instead

of speaking on the phone, or writing an email. . Rapport between Sender and

Receiver: If the sender and the receiver share a common background and

have faced similar experiences, it increases the mutual understanding level

and  hence  enhances  the  outcome  of  the  communication  process.  The

development of rapport will depend on the educational background, social

background, familyupbringing and the kind of experiences the person has

come across. Styles of Interpersonal Communication There are various styles

of this form of communication and that we adopt into our lives depending on

how we need it. Controlling Style 

The  controlling  style  is  actually  a  style  of  interpersonal  communication

wherein  the  sender  leaves  little  or  no  room  for  the  receiver  to  provide

feedback or reply. People who are generally senior in workplace hierarchy

use it to communicate with their subordinates and although this style might

prove to be an efficient form of communication during crisis situations, it can

intimidate  the  receiver  or  the  audience  and  can  actually  create  a

communication  gap.  Egalitarian  Style  The Egalitarian  style  is  much more

efficient  than  the  controlling  style  since  it  facilitates  healthy  two-way

communication wherein information is shared mutually. 
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This  style  of  communication  encourages the participants  to  express  their

ideas and hence creates a cooperative and healthy atmosphere. Structuring

Style  The  structuring  style  is  generally  used  to  communicate

specificgoalsand bring coordination to an organization. To avoid making this

a one-way conversation it is always better to modify this style and keep it

more open to responses from the audience. Dynamic Style This is style is a

high-energy approach which involves use of motivating words and phrases to

encourage the person to get inspired and achieve a certain goal. 

However this style cannot function when the receiver does not have enough

knowledge about the required action desired out of him/her. Relinquishing

Style The relinquishing style is highly open for ideas to the extent that it can

transfer theresponsibilityof the communication to the receiver. This style of

communication works  well  when the sender and the receiver  are equally

interested in carrying the conversation ahead. Withdrawal Style It is ironic to

call this process a style of interpersonal communication since the withdrawal

style is basically the failure or lack of communication. 

This is a style is where a person shows complete disinterest to participate in

the  communication  process  or  carry  it  forward.  By  Uttara  Manohar  Last

Updated:  9/30/2011  Ads  by  Google  Knowing  yourPersonalityMost  detailed

Personality Assessment on the Internet  www. personalitybook. com Leading

M-Wallet  Platform    TagPay  powers  mobilemoneyservices  in  over  30

countries worldwide. www. tagattitude. fr Free Training Materials    Instant

Download,  Trainer  Resources  Training  Games,  Exercises  and Tools   www.

trainerbubble.  om Elite  Process  Service    Colorado  Springs  Pueblo  Canon

City ; amp; All Of Colorado 719. 362. 5556   www. processservicecolorado.
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com communicating   Wanna guilin tours info? Here it is credit-based, keep

improving.  www.  guilinprivatetours.  com  Plastic  Recycling  Line    Plastic

Recycling Line High Quality, Low Price, Inquire Now! www. PuRui-China. com

Marriage With Foreign Men    Foreign Men Seek African Ladies For Dating ;

amp; Marriage. Join Free Today! KenyanCupid. com/Marriage Read more at

Buzzle: http://www.  buzzle.  com/articles/interpersonal-communication.  html

Interpersonal Relationships at Work 

Interpersonal relationships at work are really important for carrying out the

daily  processes  with  effective  communication  and  understanding  among

employees... Ads by Google Team Coach Training   Certified coach training in

Joburg 19-20 Nov - track to ICF credential  www. enterprisecoach. co. za/ICF-

cert A cardinal principle of Total Quality escapes too many managers: you

cannot  continuously  improve interdependent  systems and processes  until

you  progressively  perfect  interdependent,  interpersonal  relationships.  -

Stephen R. Covey In today's corporate world, there is a need for work to be

done as quickly as possible. 

And  for  this  purpose,  working  professionals  need  to  have  good  relations

between each other.  Healthy professional  relations  can be maintained by

effective  workplace  communication  and  teamwork.  Interpersonal

relationships  gradually  develop  with  good  team  participation  and

communication with other members. On the other hand, these relationships

may deteriorate when a person leaves the group and stops being in touch. In

order to create and maintain these relationships , you need to consider some

simple, yet significant aspects. Importance of Interpersonal Relationships at

Work 
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You can say that  everything at  the office depends on good  relationships

between employees and the management.  Interpersonal  relationships  are

absolutely essential, as they help workers to have a mutual understanding

between themselves. The main benefit is that they work in a team. And it is

a proven fact that if you need to reach a goal or a target in your process, you

necessarily  have  to  work  together  in  a  team.  If  there  are  healthy

interpersonal relationships in the team members, they certainly tend to work

collectively towards the prescribed goal. Teamwork also contributes a lot to a

healthy workenvironment. 

Employees  feel  good  to  work  if  there  is  a  favorable  environment  at  the

workplace. If employees have a mutual understanding with each other, there

are  very  less  chances of  any kind  of  workplace  conflicts.  It  is  also  been

observed  that  strong  interpersonal  relationships  lead  tomotivationamong

employees. Using Interpersonal Skills at Workplace Communication is one of

the  most  crucial  interpersonal  skills  to  be  practiced  at  the  workplace.

Without effective interpersonal communication, there will  not be a smooth

and clear flow of ideas, resulting in confusion. 

A true professional will always talk to other executives, with looking directly

into the eyes. Always smile when you speak with others, in a face to face talk

or even on the phone. The smile will make others comfortable and it will also

be apparent in the tone while on the phone. While you speak, make sure

your tone is humble and not authoritative, even if you are the boss. Consider

helping your colleagues a privilege, with always being happy to help. A very

effective  way  of  maintaining  healthy  interpersonal  relationships  is  to

appreciate the efforts in front of everyone. 
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Honoring and considering suggestions and views of other members in the

team is a very good method of teamwork. When communicating with other

executives, it is fine if you add a bit of humor to the scene, just to release

thestressand tension involved.  Make sure you do not  get  involved in  the

blame game. Always ensure that you stick to what you said you will  do.

Fulfilling commitments is one major aspect that you will have to consider in

creating good business relationships. It  is  a good idea to share what you

recently accomplished and found out. 

This creates a feeling of openness among the team members. One important

point  to note is  that  you will  only  be satisfied with your job if  there are

healthy interpersonal relationships at work. By Stephen Rampur Published:

7/13/2010 Ads by Google Happy Marriage Secrets    Want to Fireproof Your

Marriage? Do Marriage God’s Way  BiblicalCounselingInsights. com How to be

a Pilot   Commercial, Private Pilot Training Accredited Pilot and Flight School

EpicFlightAcademy.  com  Read  more  at  Buzzle: http://www.  buzzle.

com/articles/interpersonal-relationships-at-work. html 
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